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Abstract
In this paper, it is shown that if the maximum degree  of a graph is large relative to the
genus of the embedding than the edge-face chromatic number of the graph is at most +1 and
its vertex-edge-face chromatic number is at most + 2. Both results are best possible. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper all graphs are simple and nite. For convenience, one term
adjacent will replace the two standard terms of adjacent and incident in this article.
Thus, for example, in a 2-connected plane graph, a vertex of degree k is adjacent to k
vertices, k edges, and k faces. This article will be concerned with simultaneous coloring
problems, that is, coloring some or all of the elements (vertices, edges, and faces) of a
graph embedded in a surface so that distinct, adjacent elements must receive dierent
colors. (It is convenient for the proofs to include the word ‘distinct’ in the previous
sentence, although some authors’ denition of a coloring omits it.)
There are seven dierent variations of this problem, that of vertex colorings, face
colorings, vertex-face colorings, edge colorings, vertex-edge colorings (known as to-
tal colorings), edge-face colorings, and vertex-edge-face colorings (known as entire
colorings). Given a surface , let v() be the vertex chromatic number of , that is,
the minimum number k such that every graph embedded on  has a vertex coloring
using at most k colors. Let f () and vf () be dened similarly.
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In 1977, Appel and Haken proved the Four Color Theorem [1] (see also [10])
that v(plane) = f (plane) = 4. If () is the Euler characteristic of , then let
H () := b(7 +p49− 24())=2c. In 1890, Heawood [4] gave a bound on the face
chromatic number which was shown to be best possible by Ringel and Youngs [9] in
1968. Considering dual graphs gives the bound for the vertex chromatic number.
Lemma 1.1 (Heawood [4]). For a non-planar surface ; f ()6H (); and
v()6H ().
In 1984, Borodin [2] (see also [3]) showed that vf (plane) = 6. A bound on the
vertex-face chromatic number of graphs embedded on non-planar surfaces follows from
a 1981 result of Ringel [8].
Lemma 1.2 (Ringel [8]). For a non-planar surface ; vf ()6(2=
p
3)H () + 1.
The remaining four coloring problems color the edges of the embedded graph. A
natural lower bound for the edge chromatic number of a graph G is the maximum
degree of G, denoted (G). Thus, for each surface , and for each positive integer ,
let e(; ) be the the minimum number k such that every graph of maximum degree
at most  embedded on  has an edge coloring using at most k colors. Let ve(; ),
ef (; ) and vef (; ) be dened similarly.
Since v is the most common of these functions, at times, it will be abbreviated as .
Each of these functions may be applied to a single graph with the natural denition.
In 1964, Vizing [12] proved his edge color theorem, which we restate here for
surfaces.
Lemma 1.3 (Vizing [12]). Every surface  and every positive integer  satises
e(; )6+ 1.
He also conjectured that ve(; )6+2. There are graphs (for instance K4) which
satisfy this with equality. This ‘total coloring conjecture’ has not been proved yet,
although much progress has been made toward it. Note that the natural lower bound
for vertex-edge colorings is  + 1, considering a vertex of maximum degree and the
edges adjacent to it.
A similar lower bound on ef is obtained for each  by embedding the particular
graph K1; on , for its single face is adjacent to each of its  mutually adjacent edges.
In 1975, Melnikov [7], (see also pp. 47{48 in [5]) conjectured that ef (plane; )6+3,
which is achieved by K3. This was recently veried by Sanders and Zhao [11].
Note, on the other hand, that Melnikov’s conjecture cannot be extended to all sur-
faces, as the vertex-edge problem can, because of the example of the dual D of a com-
plete graph, which has (for innitely many surfaces) (D) = 3 and ef (D)>f (D) =
H (). Thus, a general bound on ef (; ) must take each of the mentioned lower
bounds ( + 1 and H ()) into consideration. Lower bounds for vef (; ) are  + 2
and H (), given by the same graphs that gave the lower bounds for ef .
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In 1972, Kronk and Mitchem [6] conjectured that vef (plane; )6 + 4. This is
achieved by K4. Although the full conjecture remains open (see pp. 47{48 of [5]),
Borodin has proven it for all >7.
Borodin (see p. 53 of [5]) has also proven that vef (plane; ) = + 2 when >12
and ef (plane; ) =  + 1 when >10. The results in this paper extend this to other
surfaces.
In this paper, the discharging method is used to prove that ef (; ) =  + 1 and
vef (; ) = + 2 when  is large with respect to the Euler characteristic of .
2. Discharging
This section will use discharging to prove that every graph embedded on a surface
of Euler characteristic  has one of four special types of elements present in it. An
example is a vertex of degree two adjacent to two vertices of degree two. The following
section shows that each of these special elements is reducible, i.e. it cannot appear in
a counterexample to the considered theorem. These results combine to show that there
can be no counterexample to the considered theorem.
Let the degree of a face, F , deg(F), be the number of edges on the boundary
of F counting multiplicities. For example, a cut-edge in a plane graph contributes
two to the degree of its adjacent face. Let a graph G embedded on a surface 
be charged, if for every x 2 V (G), an initial charge is assigned to x as follows:
charge(x) = 6 − 2 deg(x) and for every y 2 F(G), an initial charge is assigned to y
as follows: charge(y) = 6 − deg(y). Given a graph G embedded on a surface  of
Euler characteristic , such that every face is an open 2-cell, then Euler’s formula says
that jV (G)j − jE(G)j + jF(G)j = . Euler’s formula for a general embedded graph is
the same, with the = replaced by a >. Since the sum of the degrees of the vertices
(or of the faces) of a graph equals twice the number of its edges, it follows thatP
x2V (G)[F(G) charge(x)>6. This will be referred to as the charge inequality.
Moving these initial charges around in a local fashion can be used to prove the
unavoidability of a set of special elements. The local transferrence of charge away
from the vertices and faces with positive initial charge is known as discharging. For
the purposes of this paper, let a charged, embedded graph be discharged, if the function
charge is modied according to the discharging rules below. (Other applications of the
discharging method use dierent sets of rules, and thus guarantee the existence of
dierent sets of special elements.)
To simplify the notation in the rules and elsewhere, let an i-vertex be a vertex of
degree i. Let an at most i-vertex, or simply an (6i)-vertex, be a vertex of degree
at most i. Let an (>i)-vertex, a j-face, an (6j)-face, and an (>j)-face be dened
similarly. Let an (i; j)-edge be an edge  adjacent to an i-vertex x and a j-vertex y
such that x 6= y unless  is a loop. Let an (i;6j)-edge, etc., be dened in the natural
way.
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The three discharging rules are as follows:
1. For each (65)-face F , and for each (>12)-vertex x adjacent to F , send a charge
of 32 from F to x.
2. For each 2-vertex x, and for each (>18)-face F adjacent to x, send a charge of 1
from x to F .
3. If a 2-vertex x is adjacent exactly once to an (>18)-face F , then for each
(>13− 12)-vertex y adjacent to x, send a charge of 12 from x through F to y.
Rule 3 is written as such to simplify the counting arguments that follow. From the
perspective of x, the charge is going into F . From the perspective of y, the charge is
coming from F . Of course, the charge of F is unaected. The new modied charge
of an element x will be designated charge0(x).
Theorem 2.1. Any connected graph G embedded on a surface  with Euler charac-
teristic 60 contains one of the following special elements:
1. An (61)-vertex;
2. An (618− 18)-face adjacent to an (612− 12;612− 12)-edge;
3. A 2-vertex adjacent to two (617)-faces.
4. A 2-vertex adjacent to two 2-vertices.
Proof. Assume the theorem is false. Let G be a graph with such an embedding and
none of the special elements. Let G be discharged.
First, it will be shown that every element has non-positive charge.
Consider the modied charge of a face, F of G, where deg(F)>18. Then, the
only charge sent to F by the discharging rules is 1 from each adjacent vertex of
degree two. By assumption, there do not exist three consecutive 2-vertices around F .
Otherwise, there would be a special element of the fourth type. Therefore, there are at
most b2 deg(F)=3c 2-vertices adjacent to F . It follows that charge0(F)66− deg(F) +
b2 deg(F)=3c60.
Faces of degree n, 66n617, are not aected by the discharging rules and so, for
any such face, F , charge0(F) = charge(F)60.
Consider the modied charge of an (65)-face F of G. Because of the absence of
special element 2, and since 60, there is no (611; 611)-edge adjacent to F . Hence,
there are at least two (>12)-vertices adjacent to F . By Rule 1, F sends charge 3=2 to
each of these. Since charge (F)63, charge0(F)60.
Consider the charge on a 2-vertex, x with neighbors y and z. Because of the absence
of special element 3, at least one of the faces adjacent to x has degree at least 18. By
Rule 2, if both adjacent faces have degree at least 18, then such a vertex sends out a
charge of at least two, and it receives none. On the other hand, if one of the adjacent
faces has degree less than 18, then because of the absence of special element 2, neither
y nor z can have degree < 13− 12. So x sends a charge of 12 twice by Rule 3 and 1
by Rule 2. Again, x receives no charge. Hence, charge0(x)6charge(x)− 260.
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Consider the charge on a vertex, x, where 36deg(x)611. The original charge on x
is at most zero and no charge is sent into x. Therefore, charge0(x)60.
Consider the modied charge of a vertex x, where deg(x)>12. Here, each face either
sends in 32 by Rule 1 (if it is an (65)-face), or at most 1 by a total of at most two
instances of Rule 3 (if it is an (>18)-face). Clearly, Rule 2 does not apply. Therefore,
charge0(x)66− 2 deg(x) + 32 deg(x)60.
This concludes the proof that every element has non-positive modied charge.
If every face of G has degree less than 19− 18 and every vertex of G has degree
< 13 − 12, then it is clear than G will have a special element of the second type.
Therefore, assume that there is either an (>13−12)-vertex v or an (>19−18)-face
A. By the previous arguments, if v exists, then charge0(v)66 − 12 deg(v)< 6. While
if A exists, then charge0(A)66 − 13 deg(A)< 6. Since each element has non-positive
modied charge, and since one element has modied charge < 6, it follows thatP
x2V (G)[E(G) charge
0(x)< 6. Since the sum of the initial charges is clearly the sum
of the modied charges, this contradicts the charge inequality.
3. Reducibility
This section will prove the reducibility of the special elements found in the previous
section.
If  2 fv; f ; vf ; e; ve; ef ; vefg, then a graph G is (; n)-colorable, or has a
(; n)-coloring, if (G)6n. Let a connected graph G embedded on a surface  be
(; n)-minimal if it has no (; n)-coloring, but every connected graph H embedded on
 with fewer edges and (H)6(G) does have a (; n)-coloring. Let an element be
(; k)-reducible if it appears in no (; n)-minimal graph for any n>k. Note that if an
element is (; k)-reducible, then it is (; j)-reducible for any j>k.
This section will nd values of k for which the unavoidable elements from the
previous section are (; k)-reducible, for various values of .
Lemma 3.1. An (61)-vertex is (vef ; + 2)-reducible; (ef ;maxf+ 1; 3g)-reducible,
(ve;maxf+ 1; 3g)-reducible; and (vf ; 3)-reducible.
Proof. For n>maxf + 2; 4g, let G be a (vef ; n)-minimal graph with a 1-vertex, x,
adjacent to an edge, e. Clearly, G has at least two vertices. Let H be obtained from G
by deleting the vertex v. Since G is (; n)-minimal, H is connected, and (H)6(G),
it follows that H has a (vef ; n)-coloring. This induces a partial (vef ; n)-coloring of G.
Coloring the edge, e, requires at most +2 colors, since e sees at most − 1 edges,
one face, and one vertex (the vertex v has yet to be colored). Then only four colors
are needed to color the vertex v. This gives a (vef ; n)-coloring of G, a contradiction.
The other three results are proved similarly.
In the following two lemmas, it is possible that an edge  to be deleted is a cut-edge
of G, i.e. G n is disconnected and thus  is adjacent twice to a single face, F . In this
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case, it is not directly possible to color H by induction since H is not connected. To
avoid this, color each of the connected components of H embedded in  individually.
Then permute the colors so that they agree on their faces which contain F , say F1
and F2. These colorings can be combined to form a coloring of H where F inherits
the common color of F1 and F2.
Lemma 3.2. An (618 − 18)-face adjacent to an (612 − 12;612 − 12)-edge
is (vef ; 53 − 54)-reducible; (ef ; 36 − 36)-reducible; (ve; 25 − 24)-reducible; and
(vf ; 36− 36) -reducible.
Proof. For n>53− 54, let G be a (vef ; n)-minimal graph with an (618− 18)-face,
F , adjacent to an (612−12;612−12)-edge, xy. Let F 0 be the face on the other side
of the edge xy. Let H be the graph G with the edge xy deleted. By the minimality of
G and the above argument, the graph H has a (vef ; n)-coloring. This induces a partial
(vef ; n)-coloring of G where F 0 inherits the color of the face of H not in G. The
colors on x and y might be the same, since they are not adjacent in H . Thus remove
the color from x.
Thus, G currently has three uncolored elements: x, xy, and F . First, consider the
face F . Since deg(F)618 − 18, F sees at most 18 − 18 vertices, 18 − 18 edges,
and 18−18 faces. Two of these elements, the edge xy and the vertex v, are currently
uncolored, and thus F sees at most 52 − 54 colors. Thus there is an extra color
available to color x. Color x with that color.
Now consider the vertex v. Since deg(x)612 − 12, there are 612 − 12 vertices,
612−12 edges and 612−12 faces adjacent to x. The edge xy is currently uncolored,
and thus x sees at most 35 − 36 colors. Hence, there is an extra color available to
color x. Color x with that color.
Finally, consider the edge xy. It sees at most 22− 12 edges, two vertices and two
faces and so sees at most 26− 12 colors. So the edge xy can be properly colored to
complete the (vef ; n)-coloring of G. This contradicts the choice of G.
The other three cases have similar proofs.
Lemma 3.3. A 2-vertex adjacent to two (617)-faces is (vef ;maxf + 2; 50g)-
reducible; (ef ;maxf+1; 34g)- reducible; (ve;maxf+2; 5g)-reducible; and (vf ; 33)-
reducible.
Proof. For n>maxf + 2; 50g, let G be a (vef ; n)-minimal graph with a 2-vertex,
x, adjacent to two (617)-faces, F and F 0, and two vertices y and z. Let H be ob-
tained from G by deleting the vertex x. By the minimality of G and the fact that
(H)6(G), H has a (vef ; n)-coloring. Again, if H is not connected then H can be
colored component by component. This induces a partial (vef ; n)-coloring of G with
only x, xy, xz, F , and F 0 uncolored. The edge xz sees colors on at most − 1 edges
and the vertex z. So there is an extra color for xz. Then the edge xy sees colors on at
most  edges and the vertex y. Therefore, there is another color with which xy can be
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colored. Then the faces F and F 0 each see at most 49 colors, since each is adjacent to
at most 16 faces, at most 17 edges, and at most 16 colored vertices. So it is possible
to color both faces. Finally, the vertex x sees six elements of G, and so it can easily
be colored. This gives a (vef ; n)-coloring of G, a contradiction.
The other three results have similar proofs.
Lemma 3.4. A 2-vertex adjacent to two (62)-vertices is (vef ; 7)-reducible;
(ef ; 5)-reducible; (ve; 5)-reducible; and (vf ; 5)-reducible.
Proof. For n>10, let G be a (vef ; n)-minimal graph with a 2-vertex, x, adjacent to two
2-vertices, y and z. Let F and F 0 be the two faces adjacent to x. Let the graph obtained
from G by contracting the edge xy be called H . Contracting xy does not create parallel
edges in H , unless z and y are also adjacent. That would imply that the whole graph
is a triangle and hence can be trivially colored. The contraction does not disconnect
H , and (H)6(G). Hence, by the minimality of G, H has a (vef ; n)-coloring. This
induces a partial (vef ; n)-coloring of G, where xz inherits the color of the edge of H
not in G. The edge xy sees colors on at most ve edges, two faces and the vertex y.
Hence there is a color available for xy. Then the vertex x sees two vertices, two edges
and two faces. It also can be colored without conict. Thus G has a a (vef ; n)-coloring,
a contradiction.
The other three cases are proved similarly.
Together with Theorem 2.1, these lemmas give best possible bounds for some types
of colorings assuming that  is large relative to the surface on which G is embed-
ded. If this is the case, then vef (G)6 + 2, ve(G)6 + 2, ef (G)6 + 1. These
bounds are stated precisely in the following theorem and they are best possible for vef
and ef .
Theorem 3.1. Let  be given with Euler characteristic 60.
For >51− 54; vef (; ) = + 2:
For >35− 36; ef (; ) = + 1:
For >23− 24; ve(; )6+ 2:
Proof. Assume G is embedded on  with >51−54, and G is (vef ; +2)-minimal.
By Theorem 2.1, G must contain one of the following four elements:
1. an (61)-vertex,
2. an (618− 18)-face adjacent to an (612− 12;612− 12)-edge,
3. a 2-vertex adjacent to two 2-vertices,
4. a 2-vertex adjacent to two (617)-faces.
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By Lemmas 3.1{3.4, each of those elements is (vef ;  + 2)-reducible. This is a
contradiction.
The other results follow similarly.
The discharging argument was purposely kept simple. A more complicated
discharging argument may be able to reduce the lower bounds on  in the statement
of Theorem 3.1.
4. For further reading
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: [13].
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